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Chapterr 2 

HERAA and the ZEUS detector 

2.11 The HERA accelerator 

Thee HERA (Hadron Electron Ring Accelerator) facility is the first accelerator in the world 
thatt makes it possible to perform deep inelastic positron-proton scattering experiments with 
collidingg beams. The positron beam has an energy of 27.5 GeV while the protons have an 
energyy of 820 GeV yielding a centre-of-mass energy of 300 GeV. Both beams are stored in 220 
bunchess that are spaced 96 ns apart, corresponding to 29 m. The maximum Q2 value that can 
bee reached is 90200 GeV2. This implies an extension of the kinematic plane by roughly two 
orderss of magnitude both in 1/x and Q2 as compared to previous fixed target experiments. 

AA layout of the HERA ring and the four experiments that employ one or both beams is shown 
inn figure 2.1. Two multipurpose experiments, ZEUS and Hi, use both the positron and proton 
beam.. Their measurements do not only include measurements of the proton structure but 
alsoo cover a wide scala of other processes ranging from soft physics to very hard interactions. 
HERA-BB is a fixed target experiment that will study CV violation in the £?-system. The 
HERMESS experiment is an internal target experiment in the positron beam that focuses on 
measuringg the spin distributions of the quarks and gluons in protons and neutrons. 

Operationn of HERA started in 1992 with an electron and a proton beam. In the course 
off  1994 the machine switched to a positron beam because the electron beam had too short a 
lifetimee due to positively charged dust in the ring. HERA continued running with positrons 
untill  1997. This analysis will only concentrate on the positron-proton measurements from 1994 
too 1997. The total integrated luminosity taken in this period amounts to 47.53 pb- 1 (2.99 pb- 1 

inn 1994, 6.31 pb"1 in 1995, 10.55 pb"1 in 1996 and 27.68 pb- 1 in 1997). In figure 2.2 the 
integratedd luminosity is shown versus days of running for each of the years of data taking. 

2.22 The ZEUS detector 

Lookingg at the ZEUS detector (figure 2.3) the first thing that draws the attention is the asym-
metricc design. This is due to the fact that the centre-of-mass system does not coincide with 
thee laboratory system. As the protons come from the right the particles in the final state will 
generallyy be boosted to the left. Thus a detector elongated in that direction is required. 
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ChapterChapter 2. HERA and the ZEUS detector 

Figur ee 2.1: layout of the HERA collider. 
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Figur ee 2.2: luminosity in pb : useful for physics analyses versus the days of running as 
collectedcollected by the ZEUS detector during the years 1993 to 1997. 
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ChapterChapter 2. HERA and the ZEUS detector 

Inn the heart of the detector, closest to the interaction point, is a vertex detector (VXD), 
whichh is surrounded by a drift chamber (CTD) and two tracking devices for forward and very 
backwardd going particles (FDET and RTD). The tracking system is surrounded by a solenoidal 
magnett that provides a longitudinal field of 1.43 T. 

Thee tracking system is enclosed by the calorimeter (CAL) that is segmented in a forward 
(FCAL),, barrel (BCAL) and rear (RCAL) sector. An iron yoke that acts as a return path for 
thee magnetic flux is equipped with a backing calorimeter (BAC). A muon detection system 
(FMUON,, BMUI, BMUO, RMUI, RMUO) is partially mounted on this yoke. The effect of 
thee magnet system on the beam is compensated by an opposite field from a special magnet 
(Compensator).. The veto wall shields the detector from particles in the proton beamhalo and 
providess a veto for beam-gas interactions. 

AA detailed description of the ZEUS detector can be found in [30]. In the remainder of this 
chapterr only the components that play a role in the analysis that is presented here will be 
brieflyy described. 

2.33 ZEUS coordinate system 

Thee coordinate system of the ZEUS detector is chosen such that the 2-axis is pointing along 
thee proton beam direction. The a;-axis lies in the HERA accelerator plane and is pointing 
towardss the centre of the ring. To get a right-handed coordinate system the y-axis is pointing 
upwards,, perpendicular to the accelerator plane. The point (0,0,0) is the nominal interaction 
pointt where the proton and positron bunches collide. 

Oftenn spherical coordinates (R, 9, 0) will be used instead of the Cartesian coordinate system. 
Heree R is the distance to the nominal interaction point. The polar angle 6 is measured with 
respectt to the positive 2-axis, which means that the forward part of the detector is situated 
att a low angle 6. The azimuthal angle <p is measured with respect to the x-axis. Sometimes, 
insteadd of 6, the pseudorapidity rj  is used. It is defined as 

7j= -logg f tan? J (2.1) 

Thee advantage of using pseudorapidity instead of polar angle 9 is that event shapes are invariant 
inn r) under Lorentz boosts in the longitudinal direction. 

2.44 Calorimeter 

Thee uranium calorimeter (CAL) [31] is the key component for this analysis as the energy 
measurementt is of crucial importance. Therefore, the description will be more extensive than 
forr the other components afterwards. The CAL consists of layers of depleted uranium that act 
ass absorber interspersed with plastic scintillator material. It turns out that choosing a uranium 
thicknesss of 3.3 mm and a scintillator thickness of 2.6 mm yields an equal response to positrons 
andd hadrons. Under test beam conditions the energy resolution is then <J(E)/E = \?>%/y/Ë 
forr positrons and a(E)/E — 35%/\/£' for hadrons. 
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ChapterChapter 2. HERA and the ZEUS detector 

Figur ee 2.3: cross section along the beamline of the ZEUS detector. The dimensions of the 
apparatusapparatus are compared to an average-sized charming Miss ZEUS. 
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Figur ee 2.4: schematic layout of the ZEUS uranium calorimeter. 

Thee calorimeter covers 99.7% of the total solid angle. It is divided into three overlap-
pingg sections, the forward calorimeter (FCAL) covering the polar angle range 2.6° < 9 < 39.9°, 
thee barrel calorimeter (BCAL) covering 36.7° < 9 < 129.1° and the rear calorimeter (RCAL) 
coveringg 128.1° < 9 < 176.2° (see figure 2.4). Each calorimeter part is divided into electromag-
neticc (EMC) and hadronic (HAC) sections. These sections are further subdivided into cells of 
55 x 20 cm2 (10 x 20 cm2 for the RCAL) for the EMC and 20 x 20 cm2 for HAC sections. A 
HACC section is combined with four EMC cells (FCAL and BCAL) or two EMC cells (RCAL) 
too form a so-called tower. The HAC sections in BCAL and FCAL are split into two separate 
units.. The FCAL and RCAL each contain 23 modules, each with a width of 20 cm, that accom-
modatee the towers, varying from 11 towers in the outermost modules to 23 for the modules in 
thee centre. The BCAL consists of 32 wedge shaped modules that each span 11.25° in azimuth. 
Too prevent particles escaping through the intermodular gaps the BCAL modules are rotated by 
2.5°° around an axis parallel to beampipe. The depths of the FCAL, BCAL and RCAL are 7A, 
5AA and 4A respectively, where A is the interaction length. A length of 7A is enough to contain 
95%% of the energy of a few hundred GeV hadronic shower [32]. The depths of the EMC sections 
inn radiation lengths (Xa) are 26A0, 23A0 and 26A0 for FCAL, BCAL and RCAL respectively, 
whichh is enough to absorb electromagnetically showering particles. In figure 2.5 the shower 
developmentt for various types of particles is drawn schematically. The figure illustrates that 
thee difference in shower shape can be used for particle identification. 

Too improve the ability to distinguish hadronic and electromagnetic energy deposits in the 
EMCC section of the forward and rear calorimeter planes of 3 x 3 cm2 silicon diodes have been 
installedd inside the calorimeter. This hadron electron separator (HES) is placed after 3.3A0 in 
bothh the FCAL and the RCAL, as viewed from the interaction point. A high signal in the HES 
indicatess an early showering. This is more likely to originate from an electromagnetic shower 
thann from a hadronic shower. 
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ChapterChapter 2. HERA and the ZEUS detector 

hadronn positron muon 

Figur ee 2.5: different types of shower shapes in the calorimeter. Three towers are drawn with 
thethe wavelength shifter on the right-hand side. Also shown is the sandwich structure of the 
uraniumuranium and scintillator layers. A hadron produces a wide shower starting only after having 
passedpassed the first part of the tower. A positron produces a narrow shower that will  be contained in 
thisthis section. The energy left behind by a muon will  be equally distributed over the whole tower. 
(At(At very high energy it becomes more likely that the muon also produces bremsstrahlung photons 
whilewhile traversing the calorimeter.) 

Inn 1995 a presampling detector [33] was installed on the front surfaces of the forward and rear 
calorimeter.. The two presamplers consist of 576 scintillator tiles with transverse dimensions of 
200 x 20 cm2. They measure the shower multiplicity of a particle entering the calorimeter. This 
multiplicit yy is correlated with the energy loss of the particle in the inactive material between 
thee interaction vertex and the surface of the calorimeter. This information helps to improve 
thee energy measurement and resolution of positrons. For hadronic showers there is, however, 
noo significant improvement in the resolution. Therefore, the presampler is not used here. 

Calorimeterr cells are read out by two photomultipliers (PMTs) that collect the signals from 
wavelengthh shifters along both sides of the cell. This dual read out is used to determine the 
impactt position of the energy deposit in the cell. A further advantage is that in case of failure 
off  one P MT the energy can still be measured by the other PMT. 

2.4.11 Calorimeter noise 

Noisyy cells might give a bias in the reconstruction of the kinematics of a charged current event. 
Especiallyy at low y a noisy cell in the rear calorimeter might give a considerable contribution 
too the measured y. Therefore, certain cuts are applied on individual calorimeter cells. 

Thee main source of noise is radioactive decay of uranium in the calorimeter. This type of 
noisee is suppressed by requiring an energy deposit of at least 60 MeV in EMC and 110 MeV 
inn HAC cells. These numbers are obtained from studies of empty events in which any energy 
depositt must be caused by noise. If the cell is isolated, i.e. there are no surrounding cells with 
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ChapterChapter 2. HERA and the ZEUS detector 

energy,, the thresholds are raised to 100 MeV for EMC cells and 150 MeV for HAC cells. 
Anotherr source of noise are sparks caused by the electrical discharge of one of the PMTs 

off  a calorimeter cell. This will result in a signal in the cell, but this signal will have a large 
imbalancee imb, which is defined as the difference in energy recorded in the two PMTs. Usually 
thee imbalance is divided by the sum of the energies 

JTTlbJTTlb _ EpMTl — EPMT2 in n\ 

EcellEcell EpMTl + EpMTl 

wheree EPMTI and EPMT2 are the energies detected by the two PMTs and E^u = EPMTI+EPMT2-

Thee background from sparks is reduced by requiring |im6/£,
cc«| < 0.8 if the cell is isolated and 

hass an energy of more than 200 MeV. This cut does not work for cells with a bad PMT since 
thenn the imbalance is set to zero by the reconstruction software. Such a bad cell is rejected if 
itt is isolated and has more than 100 GeV of energy. 

Althoughh the uranium noise is deteriorating the reconstruction of kinematic variables it has 
thee large advantage that it can be used for calibration purposes. A daily measurement of the 
integratedd uranium current results in a calibration that is constant over a running period. 

2.4.22 Calorimeter  timin g 

Thee time at which a particle enters a cell is extracted from the shape of the pulse in the PMT. 
Thee error crt on this time can be parametrised as 

ört(JE7)) = 0 . 4 + - ^ ns (2.3) 

wheree E is the energy recorded in the PMT in GeV. The average calorimeter time is not simply 
thee average time recorded by each individual cell relative to the time of the bunch crossing. 
Instead,, each calorimeter cell has a local clock that has an offset such that a particle coming 
fromm an ep interaction at the nominal interaction point will arrive at time zero at that cell. 
Thesee offsets are determined from the different geometrical positions of each cell. 

Thee average time of (a section of) the calorimeter (R/B/FCAL) is calculated as an energy 
weightedd average over the individual times of the PMTs in the section 

__ J2iPMT
 Witt. Wi = min(£PMr,2 GeV) (t> .. 

tt section — v—> > _ V / 
Ei P Mrr

 wi Wi > 0.2 GeV 

Att least two PMTs have to contribute to the calculation and the imbalance should be smaller 
thann 0.35 EPMT- Events that do not satisfy these conditions do not have a timing measurement 
inn that particular calorimeter section. 

Usuallyy for a given run the times still do not peak around zero. This is due to run to run 
shiftss in the proton and positron bunch crossing times. If for example the positron bunch is 
inn time with respect to the HERA clock but the proton bunch is too late, the interaction will 
takee place closer to the RCAL. When the positron is detected in the RCAL it will still arrive 
att a time around zero. On the other hand, the hadronic system which is measured mostly 
inn the FCAL will be too late. To correct for this effect a special detector (the C5 detector) 
measuress the offsets of the positron and proton bunches and this information is used to adjust 
thee geometrical timing corrections for each calorimeter cell. 
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2.55 Inner tracking 

Thee central tracking detector (CTD) [34] is the omphalos of the inner tracking system in ZEUS. 
I tt consists of nine so-called superlayers each with eight sense wires (see figure 2.6). Five of these 
superlayerss have wires parallel to the beam and four have wires with a small angle ) with 
respectt to the beamline. The CTD covers the polar angle range between 15° and 165°. The 
interactionn vertex is measured with a typical resolution of 0.4 cm in the beam direction and 
0.155 cm in the transverse direction. The momentum resolution for tracks traversing all nine 
superlayerss is a(pT)/pT = 0.005pT © 0.016 (pT is the transverse momentum in GeV). 

Thee vertex detector (VXD) [35] is a high precision cylindrical wire drift chamber that is 
installedd between the outer radius of the beampipe and the inner radius of the CTD. Its aim is 
too improve the vertex resolution to ~ 50 am by measuring r and <j>  of the traversing particles. 
Becausee of problems with the high voltage this detector was taken out before the 1996 running. 
Althoughh the VXD performed quite well in 1994 it is excluded from the track reconstruction in 
thiss analysis in order to obtain a similar reconstruction for all the years under consideration. 

Thee track measurement of particles in the rear direction is improved by the rear tracking 
detectorr (RTD). This detector consists of a single three layer planar drift chamber and covers 
thee polar angle range 160° < 9 < 170°. Since this detector has only been fully operational 
sincee 1995 and to reduce uncertainties in acceptance corrections it is not used in the track 
reconstructionn in this analysis. 

Thee small angle rear tracking detector (SRTD) [36] improves the position measurement 
off  positrons that are scattered under very low angles (6 > 165°). This detector is mounted 
onn the surface of the calorimeter and consists of two overlapping layers of scintillator strips, 
onee layer with horizontal strips and one layer with vertical strips. The angular coverage is 
162°° < 0 < 176°. Here the SRTD is only used in the online trigger to reject non-ep background. 
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Figur ee 2.6: layout of the nine superlayers in one octant of the CTD. The stereo angle of each 
superlayersuperlayer is also indicated. 
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ChapterChapter 2. HERA and the ZEUS detector 

Thee forward tracking detector (FDET) is used to measure very forward tracks and it covers 
thee angular range 7° < 9 < 28°. The FDET consists of three planar drift chambers of the 
RTDD type which are interleaved with two transition radiation detectors (TRDs). Installation 
off  this detector was completed during the 1995 running, but severe problems arose in the offline 
reconstructionn due to the very high hit multiplicity. Therefore, the FDET is excluded from the 
trackk reconstruction in this analysis. 

2.66 Muon detection 

Forwardd going muons are measured by the forward muon detector (FMU). The FMU is equipped 
withh four layers of limited streamer tubes (LSTs) with polar coordinate (p-<j>)  read out and four 
driftt chambers that give a precise position measurement to evaluate the momentum of the 
muon.. One LST and one drift chamber are mounted on the inner surface of the iron yoke 
whilee the other chambers and tubes are attached to an extra magnetic system outside the yoke 
thatt provides an additional toroidal field of 1.7 T. This detector covers the polar angle range 
6°° < 9 < 20° while two additional LST planes extend this region up to 32°. 

Thee barrel (BMU) and rear (RMU) muon detectors [37] cover the polar angle ranges 
34°° < 9 < 135° and 134° < 9 < 171°, respectively. The barrel muon chambers do not have 
fulll  coverage in <j>  as there is no bottom octant. The chambers consist of four double layers of 
LSTss placed both inside (BMUI, RMTJI) and outside (BMUO, RMUO) the magnetised iron 
yokee (see figure 2.7). The wires are running parallel to the beam in the BMU and normal to it 
inn the RMU. Signals are read out by TDC electronics on every wire and by ADCs on external 
stripss orthogonal to the wires. A position resolution of ~ 1 mm is observed for the strip read 
outt and ~ 2.5 mm for the wire read out. 

RMUO O 

Figuree 2.7: exploded view of the barrel and rear muon detector. In this plot the protons come 
fromfrom the right and positrons from the left. 
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2.77 Backing calorimeter 

Thee iron yoke surrounding the main components of the detector is instrumented to allow 
ann energy measurement for showers leaking from the back of the uranium calorimeter. This 
backingg calorimeter (BAC) [38] consists of 7.3 cm thick iron plates interleaved with aluminium 
proportionall  chambers. Each chamber contains eight wires in 1.5 x 1.1 cm2 tubes and is covered 
withh a 50 cm long cathode pad. Neighbouring wire chambers are grouped together into non-
projectivee wire towers that are 25 to 50 cm wide (2 to 4 modules) over the full depth of the BAC. 
Energyy is measured by summing the analog signals from the wires leading to a resolution of 
o{E)/Eo{E)/E — 12Q%/vE for the BAC as stand-alone unit. The position coordinate corresponding 
too the deposited energy is obtained from 50 x 50 cm2 pad towers formed by adding pads from 
22 to 4 modules. 

Everyy wire is also equipped with a digital hit read out that gives very precise information 
aboutt the exact position in two dimensions but does not contribute to the energy measurement. 
Thiss position measurement can be used for muon identification, especially in the bottom yoke 
wheree no muon chambers are present. Since the installation of the hit read out was only 
completedd in 1996 it is not used in this analysis. 

2.88 C5 counter  and beampipe calorimeter 

Thee C5 counter [40] is located at z = -315 cm, directly behind the RCAL. It consists of four 
scintillationn counters, two placed above the beampipe and two below. Each pair is separated 
byy 0.3 cm of lead. The counter records the arrival time of particles associated with the proton 
andd positron bunches and is used to reject upstream proton-gas interactions. 

InIn 1995 the C5 counter was replaced by a new version and the timing measurement was 
takenn over by a new detector, the beampipe calorimeter (BPC) [39]. This detector is located at 
zz = —294 cm and consists of two tungsten-scintillator sampling calorimeters that are located 
onn either side of the beampipe. A new beampipe was installed with two exit windows in front 
off  the BPC such that there is almost no inactive material between the interaction point and 
thee BPC. Apart from a timing measurement the main motivation for the BPC is the extension 
off  the kinematic plane to low x and Q2 by measuring positrons that are scattered under very 
smalll  angles. 

2.99 Luminosit y monitor 

Thee luminosity monitor consists of a lead-scintillator photon calorimeter (LUMI 7) positioned 
att z — —107 m (see figure 2.8). It accepts bremsstrahlung photons that are produced at an 
anglee below 0.5 mrad with respect to the positron beam with an efficiency of 98% [40]. Under 
testt beam conditions the calorimeter has an energy resolution of o(E)/E = 18%/\/Ë. An 
additionall  electromagnetic calorimeter (LUMI e) located at z = —35 m detects positrons with 
energiess in the range 7 to 18 GeV produced at angles up to 5 mrad with respect to the positron 
beamm direction. 
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Figur ee 2.8: schematic view of the positioning of the LUMI detectors with respect to the nominal 
interactioninteraction point IP. 

Thee luminosity is measured using the Bethe-Heitler bremsstrahlung process ep-+epj. 
Thee cross section for this process is very accurately known [41] and contributions from higher 
orderr effects are less than ~ 0.3%. The photon is measured in the photon calorimeter and the 
luminosityy is then determined as the number of events produced by the bremsstrahlung process 
dividedd by the cross section. The largest errors on the determination of the luminosity come 
fromm the uncertainties in the calibration of the LUMI7 detector and the photon acceptance. 
Thee LUMIe detector provides an independent but less accurate measurement of the luminosity. 

2.100 Trigger system 

Mostt of the events detected by ZEUS are not coming from ep collisions but from beam-gas 
interactions.. As it is impossible to write all these events to the storage devices an online 
selectionn is performed by means of a three level triggering system that reduces the output rate 
too an acceptable level of about 5 Hz. This trigger chain is drawn schematically in figure 2.9. 

Thee first level trigger (FLT) has to cope with an input rate of ~ 10 MHz, i.e. one event 
everyy 96 ns, which is the time between two bunch crossings. The data are stored in a pipeline 
forr about 5 ps while the FLT calculations are being performed on a subset of these data. Each 
componentt completes its internal calculations in 1 to 2.5 us and passes the result to the global 
firstt level trigger (GFLT). The GFLT calculations take an additional 1.9 /JS (20 bunch crossings) 
beforee a decision is issued. If the decision is positive the data are transported from the pipeline 
too buffers for processing by the second level trigger. The output rate of the FLT is about 1 kHz. 

Thee data in the second level trigger (SLT) are digitised, which means that more precise 
calculationss can be done. For each component these calculations are performed by a network 
off programmable transputers. The decision of each component is sent within ~ 5 ms to the 
globall second level trigger (GSLT) that combines the component triggers and decides to keep 
orr reject the event. The SLT reduces the rate further to 100 Hz. 

Afterr the GSLT has given a positive decision the digitised data are sent from the buffers to 
thee event builder (EVB) that collects all data from all components into one event. This event 
iss then passed to the third level trigger (TLT) that consists of a farm of SGI workstations. 
Thesee machines run a version of the offline reconstruction package and reduce the output rate 
too 3-5 Hz. Accepted events are written to a storage device and can be used for physics analyses. 
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Figur ee 2.9: schematic diagram of the trigger read out chain. 

2.111 Detector upgrades 

Afterr the shutdown of 1997/98 HERA switched back to an electron beam while the proton 
beamm energy was raised to 920 GeV. At the end of 1998 ZEUS had been able to collect an 
integratedd luminosity of ~ 4.5 pb"1, which is far more than the harvest from the electron runs 
inn 1992 and 1993. Electron running continued in the first part of 1999 but in the summer 
HERAA went back to positrons once more. 

Start ingg in the early summer of 2000 there wil l be a long shutdown that wil l be used for 
aa major upgrade of HERA. The aim is to create an accelerator that wil l deliver an integrated 
luminosityy of ~ 150 pb"1 per year. In ZEUS a new silicon vertex detector wil l be installed that 
wil ll  have a large angular acceptance (10° < 0 < 170°) and a longitudinal vertex resolution of 
1000 /zm. This detector wil l be very useful for studies of heavy flavour physics, the measurement 
off  F£harm in particular, which heavily relies on the tracking performance [42]. Charged current 
analysess wil l profit from the improved track reconstruction in the very forward direction. 

ZEUSS also plans to upgrade the FDET by replacing the drift chambers and radiators with 
straww drift tube planes interleaved with radiator material. The new detector wil l cover the 
angularr range between 4° and 28° and a resolution of a few hundred micron seems to be 
feasible. . 
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